QUESTION 1

Write a note on the use of preimplantation genetic diagnosis for the purposes of tissue typing. In the course of your answer describe the manner in which the procedure is regulated (if at all) in South Africa and the United Kingdom. In the course of your answer make reference to appropriate case law.

[25 marks]

QUESTION 2

Sue is infertile and cannot have children. Her married sister (Anne) indicated that she would be prepared to be a surrogate mother for Sue and her husband John. Presume that the relevant provisions of the Children’s Act 38 of 2005 are operational. Advise them of their legal rights and duties with regard to surrogacy arrangements in South Africa. Refer in your answer to the various types of surrogacy arrangements. Explain further what the legal position would be if they all emigrate to the United Kingdom.

[25 marks]
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